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1. I?JTRODUCTIOh’ 
The purpose of this paper is to classify all 2-groups of rank at most 3 
admitting an automorphism 0 of prime order p, where p 3 5. (By the rank 
m(S) of a 2-group S, we mean the maximal number of generators of an 
abelian subgroup of S.) Our result is: 
THEOREM A. Let S he a 2-group \vith m(S) < 3 admitting an 
automorphism 0 of prime order p >, 5. Then one of the following two 
possibilities occurs: 
(i) p = 7, and S either is isomorphic to Zzns x Z,,, x Z,,, or else is u 
Suzuki 2-group (in the sense qf 141). 
(ii) p=5, und S is isomorphic to one of Q8 * D8 * Zz”‘, 
(Qx * D,) x Z,.,, (Qs * &lx Qr+ Q8 * D, * D,,w, Q, * 08 * Vz-, 
Q8 * D8 * XI,., U6:‘,, * ZZm, c’, x Zzq Ci64 * Q>m, c:,, x Q,m, U,, * D,+ 
U6., * SD,.!, C:,, * W,,, U, * Vzw, Uh4 * XZm, or c’, * Yzn:. 
If A and B arc groups, then A * B denotes a central product of A and 
B. Z,“> denotes a cyclic group of order 2”‘, and the notation for the other 
groups is explained in Proposition 2.1, and Notations 2.3, 3.3, 4.9, and 4.13 
below. Otherwise, the notation is fairly standard; the reader is referred to 
[ 1 ] in particular. For comments about the structures of certain of the cen- 
tral products, the reader is referred to Notes 3.4, 3.5, 4.10, 4.14, and 4.15. 
The proof of Theorem A depends only on certain standard results, which 
may be found in [I]; on the classification of 2-groups of order at most 2” 
in [Z]; and on three results from [3], which are listed in Section 2 for the 
convenience of the reader (see Propositions 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7). If S is a 
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Suzuki a-group, as in conclusion (i) of Theorem A, then the structure of S 
is determined by [4]. Theorem A is a generalization of a result of Stroth 
[S], and the methods used in [S] have been influential on this paper. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section, we list some preliminary results we shall need, and intro- 
duce some more notation. We start with a standard result, which may be 
found in [ 1, Theorem 5.4.41: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If P is a non-abelian 2-group oforder 2" containing a
cyclic subgroup of order 2”-l, then P is isomorphic to one of the following: 
Q2m= (x, y(X2m-'= y4=1, *-= y2, xy=x-1) (m23) 
Dyn= (x, ylX2-‘= y2=1, xy=x-1) (m33) 
S&z (x, ylX2m-‘= y2= 1, Xy=X-1+2m-2) (m34) 
M2m= (x, yJx2m-1= y2=1, X&Xl+2m-2) (m 3 4). 
Next we list some isomorphisms between various 2-groups which 
account for some groups not mentioned explicitly in the statement of 
Theorem A: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. (i) The groups Q8 * Z,, and D, * Z,, of order 2m+2 
are isomorphic for m 2 2 and have rank 2. 
(ii) The groups Q8 * D,, and D, * Q2,,, of order 2m+2 are isomorphic 
for m > 3 and have rank 2. 
(iii) The groups Q8 * Q 2m and D8 * D2m of order 2” + 2 are isomorphic 
for m > 3 and have rank 3. 
(iv) The groups Q, * SD,, and D8 * SD2m of order 2m+2 are 
isomorphic for m > 4 and have rank 3. 
We now introduce some more notation: 
Notation 2.3. Let U,, denote a Sylow 2-subgroup of the simple group 
U,(4) of order 26. 3 . 52. 13, E2m an elementary abelian group of order 2”, 
and V,, the group 
(x, yIX2m-2= y‘L 1, xy=x-1) 
We list some properties of the group U,,: 
(m 3 4). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. (i) If P is isomorphic to Uh4, then P’ = @(P) = 
Z(P) = Ql(P) is isoniorphic to E, and P/Z(P) to E,,. 
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(ii) If Q is a subgroup of P of order 24, then Q is isomorphic either 
to z, x L, or to v,,. 
(iii) !f (I und b ure uny two distinct incolutions in P. then there erist 
elements .Y and y in P such that .x1 = a, ~3’ = b, and .x’> = .Y ‘. 
We refer the reader to [2] for confirmation of these details. Proofs of the 
following three results may be found in [3]: 
PUOPOSITION 2.5. Jf‘ P is a 2-group admitting an automorphism r qf‘odd 
order such thut 
(i) [P, r]= P. and 
(ii) r centralizes e1:er.v ubelian chuructcristic .subgroup qf P, 
then P’ = @(P) = Z(P) = C’,(U) has exponent 2. 
Ylor!J: [3, Lemma 1.21. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Jf P is a 2-group with P’ = @J(P) = Z(P) = fI I (P), then 
m( U;:P’) 6 2m( P’). 
Proc$ [3, Theorem 1.43. 
PKOPOSITION 2.7. Jf‘P is a 2-group udmittinx an automorphism x of‘odd 
order which centralizes I?,(P). and lf r acts irreducibly on P;@(P), then 
P’=@(P)=Z(P)=f2,(P)=C,(r) andm(PIP’)=2m(P’). 
Pro$ [ 3, Theorem 2.23. 
3. CENTRAL PRODLXTS INVOI,VI~~ Q8 * I), 
Throughout this section, let P = Q * R be a 2-group with Q isomorphic 
to Qx * D, of order 25 and Z(Q) = (t) < R. We leave the proof of the first 
result to the reader: 
PROPOSITION 3. I. (i ) I,f’ R is isomorphic to Zznl (m 3 2) or D,,? then 
m(P) = 3. 
(ii) [j’R is isomorphic to QzJ,,, SD?,“. or MZnl, then m(P) = 4. 
PROPOSITIOS 3.2. m(P) < 3 [f and only if’ m(R) < 2 und either qf the 
ji?llowing two conditions holds: 
(i ) t is not a syuure in R, or 
(ii) R is isomorphic IO Zzm or Dzm. 
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ProoJ First suppose that m(R) < 2. If (ii) holds, then m(P) < 3 by 
Proposition 3.1. If (i) holds, then qr (q E Q, I E R) is an involution in P only 
if q and r each have order at most 2. So any elementary abelian subgroup 
of P is contained in an elementary abelian subgroup E = E, x E, with 
E, < Q and Ez < R. Since m(Q) = 2, m(R) < 2, and t E Q n R, we cannot 
have jEl> 16, and so m(P) < 3. 
Conversely, suppose that m(P) < 3. If R contains a subgroup E 
isomorphic to E,, then IE n Q\ B 2, and so E contains a subgroup I/ of 
order 4 with Q n V’= 1; now m(Q x V) = 4, a contradiction. So m(R) < 2. It 
remains to show that, if t is a square in R, then R is cyclic or dihedral. 
So suppose that t =u2 with u E R. Then (Q, u) is isomorphic to 
Q8 * D, * Z,, and so u cannot commute with an involution s in R - (t ), 
else (Q, u, s ) would have rank 4. Hence m(C,(u)) = 1, and so C,(u) is 
cyclic by 3.1 (ii), say C,(u) = (x}. If C,(u) = R, we have finished, so 
assume that [NR((u)): C,(u)] =2. By Propositions 2.1 and 3.1, NR((u)) 
is isomorphic to Dzm. Now (u) is characteristic in NJ(u)), so that 
R = NJ(u)), and the result follows. 
Notation 3.3. Let Xam denote the group 
(X? YIX 2m-2=Y4=t2=1,X2m-3=Y2 
[x, t] = [y, t, = 1, xY=x’lt) (m 2 4). 
Note 3.4. With notation as in Notation 3.3, (x~Y)~ =xiy2(xi)” = y2ti, so 
that t is not a square in X2,. Thus, with this notation, Qs * D8 *Xzm has 
rank 3 by Proposition 3.2. Using Proposition 3.2 again, we see that no 
other central product of Q, * D8 and X2m has rank less than 4. 
Note 3.5. We recall, from Notation 2.3, that the group V,, is defined to 
be 
(x, yIX2m-*=y4r 1, xy=x-1) (m > 4). 
Using Proposition 3.2, we see that a central product of Q8 * D, and V,, 
has rank at most 3 if and only if we identify t and x2m-3y2. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. If m(P)< 3, then P is isomorphic to one of 
Q8 * Ds * -&, (Qs * Ds) XZzm, (Qa * Ds) X Qzm, Qa * Dx * D2m, Qs *Ds * 
V2m, or Q8 * D, * X2,. 
ProoJ Suppose that m(P) < 3. By Proposition 3.2, we may assume that 
t is not a square in R. Let M be a maximal normal abelian subgroup of R. 
Since C,(M) = M by [ 1, Lemma (5.3.12)], t E M. If M is cyclic, then 
M= (t) and R = M; so assume that M= (t, x), where x has order 2”-‘. 
If m = 2, then R is isomorphic to E, or D,, and the result follows; so 
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assume that m> 2. Let z be the involution in (x). Then (z) is charac- 
teristic in M, and hence central in R. So S,(Z( R)) = I?,( R) = (I, z). 
Since f is not a square in R, m(R/(t)) = 1. If R/(t) is cyclic, then R is 
abelian, and the result follows; so assume that R = (.u, J’, t), where 
?,?I .Y- rL.4s 1, X*n%Jv*f;, .y.v z x - ’ (mod Cl>). 
We know that x2*‘- ’= I, that xIrn -* = 2, and, since t is not a square in R, 
that ~~~ = 1. We have four cases to consider. namely y* = 2 or ;t and 
x.’ = X ’ or x ‘t. 
If I.2 zz 2, x-’ zzr x ‘, then R is isomorphic to Zz x QrA and P to 
(Q8*Ds)xQ2m. Ify*=zt, xy=x-‘, ’ then R is isomorphic to V1,,.~ an dP 
to Q8 * I& * I’,“>. , . If JJ’ = z, A-” = .x ‘t, then R is isomorphic to X?,,,-I and 
P to Q8 * D, * A”,.,-!. Finally, if -rz = ;I, x’ = .r ‘t, then (XL.)* = .YJ~.x’ = 
xztx It=- -, and, replacing JJ by .YJJ, WC have P isomorphic to Q8 * D, * 
Xzm. I again. 
4. CENTRAL PROI>U(‘?‘S INVOLVING u6c, 
Throughout this section, ict P = Q * R be a 2-group with Q isomorphic 
to U,,andZ(Q)=(a,h),<R. 
PROPOSITIO;u 4.1. The ,jXowing ~MVI conditions are cquiculent: 
(i) m(P) < 3, 
(ii) m(R) < 3, and R contuins no subgroup X isomorphic to Z, x Z, oi 
V,, with G’,(X) = Z(Q) or to Z, x Z, bcith Z(Q) A X= O’(X). 
Proof IN(P) 2 4 if and only if P contains a subgroup E = ((I, 6, KY, CJ) 
isomorphic to V,6 with u, ti in Q and x, y in R. We must have that 
(ux)‘= (r:y)‘= [ux, CY] = 1, i.e., that uz = x2, z:* = Jo, and [u, c] = [x, J,]. 
If u and c both have order 4, we must have that A’= (x, ~1) is isomorphic 
to (u, C) with a,(X) = Z(Q), and the result follows from Proposition 2.4. 
If u has order 4 and c has order at most 2, then A’= (s, y) is isomorphic 
to Z, x Zz with Z(Q) n A’= (x2) = U’(X). If II and t’ both have order at 
most 2, then X= (x, y) is isomorphic to E, with Z(Q)nX= I, ix., 
m(R) >, 4. So condition (ii) implies condition (i), and the converse follows 
by reversing the argument. 
From Proposition 4.1, we may readily deduce the following two results: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The groups CT,, * Z,“> (m 3 2), (I,, * Dzn,, c’, + Q2-, 
and C:,, * SD2,>J qf order 2’” -’ each huce rank 3. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Any central product of C:,.: and Mzni has rank 4. 
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PROPOSITION 4.4, If m(P) < 3, then R contains no subgroup isomorphic 
to zqxz4. 
Proof Suppose that V< R with V isomorphic to Z, x Z,. If Z(Q) is 
not contained in I’, then (Q, I’) is isomorphic to either ( UG4 * Z,) x Z4 or 
UG4 x Z4 x Zq, each of which has rank 4. If Z(Q) < V, we have a contra- 
diction by 4.1. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. If m(P) 6 3 and m(R) = 2, then either R = Z(Q) or 
else R contains a normal subgroup N isomorphic to Zz x Zzm-l (m > 2) with 
C,(N) = N. 
Proof Let N be a normal subgroup of R maximal subject to being 
abelian, so that N= C,(N) by [l, Lemma (5.3.12)]. Since Z(Q)< Z(R), 
Z(Q)<N, and hence m(N)=2 with SZ,(N)=Z(Q). If N=Z(Q), then 
N = R; so assume that Z(Q) < N. The result follows from Proposition 4.4. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. If m(P) < 3 and m(R) = 2, then P is isomorphic to 
U,, * Z,, or iYh4 * QTm of order 2m+5. 
Proof Choose N as in Proposition 4.5, say N= (a, x >, where x has 
order 2”- ’ and x2m-2 - b. First suppose that a and ab are both not squares 
in R. Then S2,(R/(a))= Z(Q)/(a), and hence m(R/(a)) = 1. If R/(a) is 
cyclic, then R is abelian, i.e., R = N, and the result follows; so we may 
assume that R/(a) is generalized quaternion. Let R = (x, y, Z(Q)), where 
X2m-1 c y4 z 1, X2m-2 E y2 E b, XYSXX-1 (mod (a>). 
We know that x2”-’ = 1, x2”-’ = b, and, since a is not a square, that y4 = 1. 
Also, since ab is not a square, y2 = b. If xY = x-l, then R is isomorphic to 
Z, x Qzm and P to Uh4 * Qzm; if xY=x-la, then (xy)2=xy2xY=xbx-1 a= 
ab, a contradiction. 
So, interchanging a and ab if necessary, we may assume that d2 = a for 
some d in R. Let g be an element of order 4 in (x); then gd = g, g- ‘, ga, 
or g-la. If gd = g, we have a contradiction by Proposition 4.4. If gd = g-l, 
then X= (g, d) is isomorphic to V,, with n,(X) = Z(Q), contradicting 
Proposition4.1. If gd=ga, then dg=d(g-l)dg=dgglag=d-‘, and 
X= (d, g) is isomorphic to Vi6 with Q,(X) = Z(Q), again contradicting 
Proposition 4.1. Finally, if gd = g-la, then (gd)2 = gd2gd = gag-’ a = 1, 
and (a, b, gd) is isomorphic to E, in R, a contradiction. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. If m(P) = 3 and V is an elementary abelian subgroup 
ofRoforder8, then lQnVl=4andC,(V)=VorR. 
Proof If (VnQjG2, then m((Q, V))=4; so IVnQl=4, i.e., 
VnQ=Z(Q). Let V= (Z(Q), c). If t is an involution in C,(V)- V, then 
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m( ( V, 1)) = 4; so C’= f2,( C,( V)), and hence C’ is normal in N,( C,( V)). so 
that KR(C,( V)) = N,( V). If C,(V) = NR( V), then C,(V) = R; so assume 
that C,( C’) < N,( V). 
Let W be such that w;l”=n,(z(C,(C’)~V))~ and let SE W- V. IT 
,Y’E Z(Q), then x2 = u2 for some u in Q by Proposition 2.4, and 
m( (Y, xu)) =4; so we may assume that x2 = c. Let r/~ NJ I’) - C,(V) 
with d2 E C,( V). Since d centralizes Z(Q), d does not centralize 18, say 
cd= CU. Let x*= y. Since d’ E C,( V) and .x~‘E Z( C,( V)/V), xd’ E .uV, and 
so J”=SZ with ; in C: Thus 
[x, y]” = [y, xz] = [ y, x] = [x. J] ’ = [x: J‘], 
so that [x. ,:I E C,.(cl) = Z(Q). Now J.’ = (x’)~= &‘= UC, and so 
(xy)*=(xy ‘y=x*[x, 4’1 ):- ?=c[x. J] UC= [Ix, JJ] U. If [s, .p] = (I, then 
sy has order 2 and m( ( V, x-v)) = 4. If [x. JJ] E Z(Q) - {(I;, then (xy)’ = :;’ 
for some 1’ in Q by Proposition 2.4, and m( ( V, .Y!;G)) = 4. So we have a 
contradiction to our assumption that we can choose x in W - b’$ and hence 
Y= C,(V) as required. 
P~orosr-mw 4.8. If‘ m(P) = 3 and C,( V) = V ji)r .sonw eiementuq. 
ah&m subgroup V of R of‘ order 8, then NH( V)/V is isomorphic to u sub- 
group of E4 and C,(W) = W,for ecery elementary abelian .&group W of R 
of’ order 8. 
ProoJ Since a Sylow 2-subgroup of Aut( V) is isomorphic to D,, we 
need only check that :V,( V),/V contains no element of order 4, and this 
follows easily as any clement of NR( V) must centralize Z(Q). If C,( W) = R 
for some elementary abelian subgroup U’ of R of order 8, then 
U’< C,( V) = li, a contradiction. 
Notation 4.9. Let W,, denote the group 
(x,h.(.I.r’=b’=c’=l, [.u,h]=[h,(,]=l,x’=xh). 
Note 4.10. Suppose that R is isomorphic to W,,, so that 
Z(R) = (.u*, h). If we put x’= a, then the central product Q * R, where 
Z(Q) = (u, b) as before, has rank 3 by Proposition 4.1. Since W,, has rank 
3, this is the only central product of Cih4 and W,, of rank at most 3. With 
this in mind, we prove: 
PRWOSITION 4. I I. Jfm( P) = 3 undC,( V) = Iffor some elementary ahelian 
subgroup V qf R of order 8, then NR( V) is isomorphic* to E,, D, x Zz: or 
WI<,. 
Proof: Let V= (Z(Q), c). If V= N,J V), WC have finished; SO let 
xgNH( V) - V. Since ( V, x) is not elementary abelian, we may assume 
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that x has order 4. If x2 E V- Z(Q), then V= (Z(Q), x2), and x cen- 
tralizes V; so assume that x2 = a. Also, cx = cz, where z E Z(Q). If z = 1, 
then x centralizes V; so, interchanging b and ab if necessary, we may 
assume that cx= ca or cb, and thus that xC=xcXc=xa or xb. If xC=xa, 
then (V, x) is isomorphic to D, x Z,; if x”=xb, then (V, x) is 
isomorphic to W,,. So it remains to show that NR( V) = ( V, x). 
By Proposition 4.8, we may assume that NR( V) = (V, x, y) has order 
32, where y2 E V. Again, we must have that y2 i Z(Q), else y centralizes 
I/= (Z(Q), y’). First suppose that cX = cu. If cY = c or ca, then y or xy 
centralizes V, a contradiction; so, replacing y by xy if necessary, we may 
assume that cy = cb. Since xY has order 4 in XV, xy = x, xa, xb, or xub. 
Replacing y by cy if necessary, we may assume that xY = x or xb. If xy = xb, 
then y centralizes xc, and (Z(Q), xc is not self-centralizing, contradicting ) 
Proposition 4.8; so xy = x. If y* = b or ab, then (x, y ) is isomorphic to 
Z4 x Z,, contradicting Proposition 4.4; so y2 = 1 or a. Now (Z(Q), y) or 
(Z(Q), xy ) is an elementary abelian subgroup of order 8 centralized by x, 
contradicting Proposition 4.8. 
So assume that cx = cb. If cY = c or cb, then y or xy centralizes V; so 
cY = cu or cab and, replacing y by xy if necessary, we may assume that 
cy = cu. Now xy E XV and, replacing y by cy if necessary, we may assume 
that xJ’=x, xu, xc, or xuc. If xy=xc, then x=xy2=xccY=xa, a contra- 
diction, and if xy =xuc, then x = xy2 - xuc( a~)~ = xa, a contradiction; so 
xy = x or xu. If xY = x, then y* = 1 or a, else (x, y) is isomorphic 
to z4xz4, again contradicting Proposition 4.4, and (Z(Q), y ) or 
(Z(Q), xy ) is not self-centralizing as before; so xY = xa, and hence 
(xc)‘= xc. If y* = 1, then (Z(Q), y) is elementary abelian of order 8 and 
centralized by xc, contradicting Proposition 4.8; so y* = (xc)* = xc2xc = ab, 
else (xc, y ) is isomorphic to Z, x Z,, contradicting Proposition 4.4. Now 
X= (x, y) is isomorphic to VI6 with Q2,(X) = Z(Q), contradicting 
Proposition 4.1. 
PROPOSITION 4.12. If m(P) = m(R) = 3, then either m(Z(R)) = 3 or P is 
isomorphic to Uh4 * D2,,,, Uh4 * SD2m, or U,, * W,,. 
ProoJ Let P be a minimal counter-example to the result, and let V be 
an elementary abelian subgroup of R of order 8. By Proposition 4.7, we 
may assume that V= C,( I’) < R. If NR( V) is isomorphic to W,,, then 
V=S2,(N,(V)) is characteristic in N,,,(V), and so R=N,( V) and the 
result follows; so, by Proposition 4.11, we may assume that NR( V) = 
(x, c) x (b), where V= (Z(Q), c), x*=a, and xc=x-l. 
If NR( V) = R, the result follows; so let M be a maximal subgroup of R 
containing NR( V). By the minimality of P, Q * M satisfies one of the 
conclusions of our result, and so M= (u, c) x (b), where x E (u) and 
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uc=u-1 or u-1 a. Let L E R - M, so that R = (M, z) and cz = cu’ or c*u’lj 
(for some i). 
First suppose that M is isomorphic to Z2 x SDzn, .,. Then cu has order 4 
and c is conjugate to cu2 in M. Replacing z by zuL for suitable k, we may 
assume that c’ = c or ch, giving that i E N,J I’) < M, a contradiction. So M 
is isomorphic to Z, x D,,,, I. Since c is conjugate to cu2 in M, we may 
assume that cz = c, CU, ch or cub. Since 2 does not normalize V, (I’= c~ or 
CUh. 
Now u-=uJ or u/h (for some .i). First assume that <.# 1: then 
zz E C,,(z) = Z(Q), and so L.” = c. But cr- = cuu’, so that U’ = u , replacing 
z by I’- therefore, we may assume that j = I? i.e.: that U’ = u or d. If II’ = ub, 
then cT2 = cu2h. a contradiction, since (’ is not conjugate to cu’h in M; so 
IF = u. 
Since /= cu’= c”, we have that z’zl ’ E C,(c) = V: and hence that 
Z’E Vu. However, z2 E C,,(z) = ( I(, hj. so that z2 = U, ua: ub, or ucrh. Inter- 
changing u and uh if necessary, we may assume that z2 = u or UU. 
If c’ = cu, then zc = zcrc = :cuc = iu ‘, so that 2’ = 2 ’ or z ‘u, and R 
is isomorphic to Z, x D2,” or Zz x SDzm; so (.’ = oh and 2’ = zc’c = 
zcuh~ = zu ‘h, SO that i’ = z -‘h or z -‘U/X Thus (i(n)’ = zz’ = h or uh, and 
X= (s, X) is isomorphic to V,, with n,(X) = Z(Q), contradicting 
Proposition 4.1. 
Notation 4.13. Suppose that X, I:, a, h satisfy the relations 
x2”’ ’ = y4= (J’= /)2 = 1, $ =.y2”’ Jq 
[x, a] = [J, a] = [x, b] = [y, h] = [u, h] = 1, 
where m 2 5. Let A,, and Y,, denote the groups generated by xt y, N, and 
h subject to the above relations and to the extra relations x’ =x -’ and 
z”= s .‘h, respectively. We see that Aznl is isomorphic to Z, x V,,. 
Nate 4.14. Suppose that R= (x, JJ, a, 6) is isomorphic to A,,, or Yz02 
as in Notation 4.13, with Z(Q) = (u, h) as usual. Then (x’~)~ = x’~‘(x’)” = 
.r2 or y’h, so that no non-trivial element of Z(Q) is a square in R. Using 
Proposition 4.1, we see that m(Q * R) = 3. Also. we can check (using 
Proposition 4.1 again) that no other central product of U,, with A?“, or Yzm 
has rank at most 3. 
Note 4.15. We recall that the group Xzm is defined to be 
(x. J’, (((X2’” -: = y4 = .2 = 1, x2 n, -3 = J2, 
[x, a] = [v, a] = 1. .\‘.‘=x. ‘0) (m > 4) 
(see Notation 3.3). With R = (x. y, CI) x (h) isomorphic to Xzm x Z, and 
Z( Q j = (a, h) as before, we may cheek that no non-trivial element of Z(Q) 
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is a square in R, and hence m(R) = 3 by Proposition 4.1. Again, we may 
check that no other central product of Uh4 and X,, has rank at most 3. 
PROPOSITION 4.16. If m(Z(R)) = m(P) = 3, then P is isomorphic to one 
of U6z, x Z2m, U,, x Q2m, U,, * V2m, Ue4 * X2+ or U,, * Y,,. 
ProoJ: Suppose that there is an element g of order 4 in R with 
g2 E Z(Q). By Proposition 2.4, we may choose u in Q with u2 = g2, and 
then m( (Z(R), gu)) = 4; so no non-trivial element of Z(Q) is a square in 
R, and hence m(R/Z(Q)) = 1. If R/Z(Q) is cyclic, then R is abelian, and P 
is isomorphic to Ue4 x Z2m ; so assume that R = (x, y, Z(Q)), where 
X2m-2 e Y4 = 1, pm3 3 )g s c, xYEx-l 
(mod Z(Q)), 
and Z(R) = (Z(Q), c). Since no non-trivial element of Z(Q) is a square in 
R, x2m-2 = y4 = 1, and we may take x2m-’ = c. 
First suppose that y2= c. If 9 =x-l, then P is isomorphic to 
Uci4 x Q2m-1, and if xy = x-la, then P is isomorphic to U,, * Xzm. So 
assume that y2 = UC. Interchanging b and ab if necessary, we may assume 
that xJ’=x-l, x-la, or x-lb. If ?‘=x-‘la, then (~y)~=xy~~~=xacx~~u 
and, replacing y by xy, we see that y* = c and P is isomorphic to Uh4 * X2, 
as above. So xy =x-l or x-lb, and now P is isomorphic to U,, * V2,,,+l or 
U,, * Y,,+l as required. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
In this section, let S be a minimal counter-example to Theorem A, and 
set T= [S, I!?], C= C,(e). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. If Q is un ubeliun subgroup of S with [Q, 01~ Q, then 
[Q, 01 = 1. 
Prooj Suppose that 8 does not centralize Q. Since m(S) < 3, we have 
that p = 7 and that m(Q) = 3. Without loss of generality, we may assume 
that Q is elementary abelian. 
Suppose that t is an involution in N,(Q) - Q. Since (t, 0) acts on Q and 
GL(3,2) contains no subgroup of order 2” .7 with n L 1, t centralizes Q, 
and then m(<Q, t)) =4; so Q=a,(N,(Q)) is characteristic in Ns(Q) and 
hence normal in S, so that Q = Q,(S). Now 8 permutes the involutions in 
S transitively in a cycle of length seven, and S must satisfy conclusion (i) 
of Theorem A. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. T’ = @(T) = Z(T) = C,(B) has exponent 2. 
Proof. Since [T, O] = T, this follows from Propositions 2.5 and 5.1. 
2-GK0U1'S OF SMAI.1. RANK I! 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Z(T) is non-qdic. 
Proof: If Z( 7) is cyclic, then T is extra-special by Proposition 5.2. The 
groups Q,. D,, and D, * DR do not admit automorphisms of prime order 
p with p > 3. The outer automorphism group Oc, (2) of Qs * D8 * D, has 
order 2’ 34 ‘5: an automorphism of order 5 would centralize a subgroup 
isomorphic to II,, contradicting the fact that [7’, O] = T. Since 
D, * D, * I>* has rank 4, we must have that T is isomorphic to Qx * D,. 
Since the outer automorphism group 0, - (2) of Qx * D, has order 2’.3.5. 
wc must have that p = 5. Now 0 acts irreducibly on 7:!@(T), and hence 
H= C(0) acts irreducibly on T;@(T). If K is the kernel of this action, then 
O,(ffIK) = 1 by [I, Theorem (3.1.3)], so that K= C. i.e., CT, Cl = 1. So 
S= T * C. and the result follows from Proposition 3.6. 
PROpOSI1‘ION 5.4. m(z(T))= 2. 
ProoJ If fn(Z( T)) = 3, then Z(T) = n,(T). else m( T) > 3. By Proposi- 
tion 2.6, m( 7./Z( T)) d 6, and hence p divides (GL(6, 2)j. Since 0 centralizes 
sZ,( T), p is not a Mersenne prime by [ 1. Theorem (5.6.6)], and so p = 5. 
Since 0 acts lixed-point-free on T/Z(T), we must have that m( 7/Z( T)) = 4. 
and hence 8 acts irreducibly on 7/Z(T). But then m(Z( T)) = 2 by Proposi- 
tion 2.7, a contradiction. 
PROI'OSlTKN 5.5. Z(T)< Q,(T). 
ProqfI If Z(T) =Q,(T), then Propositions 2.6 and 5.4 give that 
m(T,'Z( T)) ~4, and so (T) ~2~. So. by [2], 7’ is isomorphic to U,, and 
p = 5, so that II acts irreducibly on T,@(T). WC argue as in the proof 
of Proposition 5.3 to see that S = T * c’? and the result follows from 
Propositions 4.6, 4.12, and 4.16. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. If I is an incolution in T - Z( 73, rhen 
C,.(Z) = (1) x MI with 1,111 < 2’. 
Proqf: Let R = C’?(r), R= R;Z( T). Since R is elementary abelian, 
R= (i) x ,l;i. Let A4 be the full pre-image of :@ in R. Since t is central in 
Rand (t)n.W=l, R=(t)xM. 
Now, since m(R) < 3, nr(A4) ,< 2, and since Z( 7’) 6 CM, Z(T) = .Q,(i14). 
Let W be a maximal abelian normal .subgroup of M, so that W= C’,(W) 
by [I, Lemma (5.3.12)]. If W is isomorphic to E4 or Zz x Z4, the result 
easily follows, so assume that IV is isomorphic to Z, x Z,. 
If M’ = l1 then M= W, and the result follows. If M’= (u) has order 2, 
then M.,’ = II’ or ELI for each M: in U’ and x in M; so [M: W] < 4, and the 
result follows. Since M’,< T’, WC have that M’=n!(AI). Since 
M’6@(M)6Q,(M). @(M)=Q,(M). 
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Assume that z is an element of Z(M) - 52,(M); then M= M1 * (z) with 
M,n(z)=(z*). If u*=z* with u in M,, then m((Z(T),uz))=3, a 
contradiction; so z2 is not a square in M1, and hence rn(M,/(z*)) = 1. 
So M,/(z*) is isomorphic to Z2, Zq, or Q,, giving that JM,( < 16, and 
hence that lM( < 32. So O,(M) = Z(M), and the result follows from 
Proposition 2.6. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. wt(T/Z(T))G 7. 
Proof. By Proposition 5.5, there is an involution t in T-Z(T), and 
IC,(t)( < 27 by Proposition 5.6. Moreover, if V= (Z(T), t >, then 
C,(V) = Cd(t), and V is normal in T, since T/Z(T) is elementary abelian. 
Since lZ( T)] = 4, [T: C,( V)] < 4, and so ) Tj < 2’; the result follows. 
We may now complete the proof of Theorem A. By Proposition 5.7, p 
divides JGL(7,2)1, and hence p= 5, 7, 31, or 127. If p= 31 or 127, then, 
since 8 acts lixed-point-free on T/Z(T), m( T/Z( T)) = 5 or 7, respectively. 
Now 6’ permutes the non-trivial cosets of Z(T) transitively, and since at 
least one non-trivial coset consists of involutions by Proposition 5.5, every 
element of T has order at most 2, and T is elementary abelian, a contradic- 
tion. If p = 5, then we have that m( T/Z( T)) = 4, and so 1 T[ = 26, and we get 
a contradiction by [2]. So we may assume that p = 7. 
If m(T/Z( T)) = 3, then 6’ permutes the non-trivial elements of Z(T) 
transitively, and we get a contradiction as before. If m(T/Z( T)) = 6, say 
T/Z(T) = V, x V, with each Vi e-invariant, then let A be the full pre-image 
of V1 in T. Again, 8 permutes the non-trivial cosets of Z(T) in A transi- 
tively, so that A is isomorphic to E3*, a contradiction. This completes the 
proof of Theorem A. 
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